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                                  Abstract 
  The author derived a dynamic theory for the deformation of a granular solid satu-
rated with a liquid, assuming that the liquid filling up the pore space is a Newtonian 
viscous fluid and that the skeleton constituted by solid particles is a linear visco-elastic 
solid. The theory consists of the three fundamental equations, that is, the equations 
of motion of the liquid and the skeleton and the equation of  continuity between the 
particles and the liquid. In a case where the particle and liquid are taken to be in-
compressible and the deformation of soil takes place on a quasi-static process, these 
equations are accepted as the theory of three-dimensional consolidation, including 
Terzaghi's well-known equation as a special  case, and are also recognized as the basic 
equations of motion of confined ground water in a  vista-elastic aquifer. A theoretical 
example will be shown for the rheological deformation of an infinite confined aquifer 
with uniform thickness caused by pumping up water at a constant rate. 
1. Introduction 
 It is said that the subsidence of a ground surface is based on the contraction 
of the soil layer caused by the depression of the pore pressure. The conception 
of pore pressure was first introduced by K. v. Terzaghi and soil mechanics 
has made great advances through its conception. He considered that the soil 
particles, being more or less bound to each other by the sticking force, constitute 
a skeleton of soil with elastic properties and that the skeleton supports the 
external burden together with cooperation of the water filling up the pore space 
between the  particles, and he successfully solved the settlement of the soil layer 
with the good idea that a contraction of the soil depends on the rate of squeezing 
out of pore which neccessarily brings about the decrease of the pore water 
pressure. But he treated only a one-dimensional problem  under constant load 
with a quasi-static method. 
 In Oct. 1940, M. A.  Bioti) published the theory of three-dimensional conso-
lidation and developed the treatment of soil deformation for any arbitrary load 
variable with time. In Sep. 1963, M.  Mikasa2) published  a useful theory of  soft 
layer consolidation showing many suitable examples, especially taking  account of 
finite strain. But they treated only an elastic problem in the same way as Terzaghi. 
  Although much attention has been paid to damage due to subsidence and persever-
ing efforts have been made to elucidate its mechanism on the basis of the above 
theories, the results of many investigations indicate the nonelastic deformation of 
the soil and the unfitness of the elastic theory for the quantitative explanation of 
the settlement. Of course, the deformation of the soil layer could not be a sim-
ple rheological model owing to the irregularity of the alluvial structure and the 
complexity of the mechanical character of soil.
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 We shall now derive in this paper the visco-elastic deformation of a confined 
aquifer as the first step in the rheological research of subsidence. 
2. Derivation of Fundamental Equations 
 Soil particles constitute the skeleton of the soil matrix, pushing and rubbing 
each other's contact portions against an external burden. Owing to the comple-
xity of its structure, however, one could not expect the direct treatment of forces 
acting on each particle. In the same situation, it would also be quite impossible 
to deal quantitativey with the motion of pore water attending to the tortuous and 
irrregular pore space. Therefore we are obliged to consider the representation of 
motion averaged over a volume  element of soil, which is taken to be large enough 
compared to the size of the pores, so that it may be treated as homogeneous, and 
at same time small enough compared to the scale of macroscopic phenomena in 
which we are interested, so that it may be considered as infinitesimal in the 
mathematical treatment. It will be sufficient in soil mechanics to consider the 
average conditions over the volume of soil in the above sense. 
(a) Equation of motion of pore water 
 The motion of water in pores is governed by the hydrodynamic equation of vi-
scous fluid. We regard the pore water as a Newtonian fluid and denote by V 
 (V,,  V2,  V3) the particle velocity of pore water. The equation of motion of pore 
water is expressed by 
  DV 11  grad  p  -3- K) grad 9 +v2 V  (1.  1)  Dt 
where t is time,  X is external body force, p and p are the density and pressure 
of water, respectively, 0 is the divergence of water flow, and  zi and  r are the 
kinematic viscosity of shear and bulk respectively; the dependences of which on 
density p are assumed to be slight. 
 Consider a unit volume of the soil matrix in the sense stated above. Integra-
ting Eq. (1. 1) over the pore space  0 of the unit volume and using the following 
notations: 
 U  SS5  V  dv,  P 1CiSap dv                aJ)(1.2), (1.3) 
we have 
      DU         = aXgrad P3ic)555 grad 0 dv75SSjr, Vde  (1.4) 
where U is called "Darcy's velocity" or the "specific flow rate" and P is the "pore 
pressure" proposed by Terzaghi. 
 The pore pressure P is generally taken to be thermodynamic pressure and is 
determined by the density and temperature of the water. In constant tempera-
ture, we can write  - 
 log—/L  =  fi(P  —  Po)  (1.5) 
 Po 
where p is called isothermal compressibility. In the foregoing, po and  P0 are the 
density and pressure in some reference state, say a state at rest. In the case 
where external body force X is gravitational force, it is convenient to introduce 
the quantity  CO which is termed the "piezometric head"
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   pg +x3  (1.6) 
where  x3- axis is taken as positive upward. 
 Appropriate expression to the last term in Eq.  (1.4) is given by referring to 
Darcy's law governing the flow of water in a porous medium. He postulated the 
viscous force acting on water to be proportional to the flow velocity and introduc-
ed, as the proportional constant, the physical quantity k which is called the co-
efficient of permeability of the  soil, and according to his expression, the viscous 
force is written by 
 Fe  p5p2  Vdu-a—  ag   SC5  Vdv 
In the next paragraph we shall treat the motion of soil particles together with 
the flow of pore water, and so it may  be reasonable to assume that the viscous 
force F was proportional to the relative motion of water to soil particles, viz. 
 (V-8twhere u is the mean displacement of soil particles as seen latter. From 
our assumption, it ispossibleto express its force as follows 
     F—C            k_gg(C(auat)dvag k (U_a du3t)  (1.7)   c\ 
 Pore water is regarded to be almost incompressible in engineering practice. 
In this case, inserting the expressions  (1.  5),  (1.6) and  (1.7) into Eq.  (1.4) and 
neglecting the inertia  pan of acceleration, 
      —aU—+og{gradco+(ET— a au)1=0  (1.8) 
   atkdt/I 
Eq. (1.8) is, of course, reduced to  'Darcy's law if the soil particle has no motion 
and the flow of water is not accelerated. 
 (b) Equation of motion of soil skeleton 
 we shall now pay attention to the motion of the soil skeleton. Terzaghi, Biot and 
Mikasa assumed the elastic isotropy of stress-strain relations for the soil skeleton. 
While we also accept the isotropy in order to avoid the trouble of mathematical 
presentation, we had better give up the elastic property of soil with reference to 
the results of many investigations postulating the nonelastic deformation of soil.  3) 
On the other hand, it may  be clear that the non-linear relation between stress 
and strain make it difficult to analyse the deformation quantitatively. We now 
regard it tentatively as a linear visco-elastic relation. 4) 
 Consider again the volume element in the sense stated previously and take the 
average over the actual displacement v of soil particles contained in that volume. 
We define it as the displacement of skeleton,  u, that is 
    1  CCi vdv (1. 9) 
 Supposing that the difference (v—u) produces only a minor effect on the stress 
on the  skeleton  viz.  effective stress and assuming the strain to be infinitesimally 
small, the strain on the skeleton is given by tensor  ei; 
             1 (auiau .;  (1.10)             2\a
xi±axi 
Corresponding to this, the effective stress  au is exerted on the skeleton. According 
to the assumption of linear visco-elasticity,  4) stress  ati is represented, as positive
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in compression, by 
 ( n  ap  aP      i+  ;irowi,)  au  =  —  (1  +pap  atp)One—241  )e(i (1.11) 
where  au is the Kronecker notation and 0 is the dilatation of the soil skeleton, 
that is 
  auau2asp (1.12)  e  —-L +-—+-—         ax,ax2ax3 
Introducing the operation with respect to time 
 t apa'  
    1+Dyp-1
 P-IatPp.i  at'  53
r_  d   art  11  (1.13), (1.14) 
    "at, ""        1+E
rp—1+2;ip        atP =Iat 
we can write the stress force per unit cubic element of soil as follows 
   acij— — (2+2R)  ae  —9)-trui  (1.15)  a
xi axi 
 Furthermore, the skeleton is pushed by the pore pressure of the surrounding 
water. This pressure action  f, may not produce any shearing strain by reason of 
the assumed isotropy and willbe expressed by 
    1.1  —Si -e  surf Pnda= —555 -.)grad  Pdv—    (1  —  a)grad P      (1(1.16) 
per unit volume of soil, where n is the outward unit vector normal to the sur-
face element  da of solid space. 
 In addition to the above forces, the skeleton tends to be dragged by the flow 
of pore water in its direction through the reaction of the viscous force acting on 
the pore water. This drag force  f2 will be expressed by 
  f2— ,o k6,—(a  at—(1.17) 
 We can thus establish the equation of motion of the soil skeleton, that is 
        Opstu,  =  (1-6)X—  17  •a  +  f2 
 =  (1  —a)X+  (52+  an)grad(9-F  951p2u— (1  a) gradP + pig-KU—alit)  (1.18) 
where ps is the density of soil particles and X is an external body force. In 
almost all cases with which we are concerned, X is a gravitational force. Express-
ing the vertically upward unit vector by k, we have 
            azu      (1 —a)pswi= --— (1 —a) psgk+ (52 +V) grade+Eru 
 —(1  —  a)  grad  P  p  (U  —o  at)  (1.  19) 
(c) Equation of mass continuity 
 Finally, we shall derive the equation of mass continuity  per unit volume of soil. 
Suppose that a skeleton in any volume of soil had porosity  ao at an instance of 
no dilatation  e=o, and that the particles in it had density  pso at that time. Be-
cause the skeleton under consideration is to be framed by the same particles at 
any instance, the mass of the skeleton must be conserved, that is 
 ps(1  —a)  (1+0) =  pso(1—  co) (1.20)
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since the dilatation  (9 represents the volume increase of soil skeleton per unit 
initial volume and p, is the density of particles at dilatation  (9. The volume of 
the skeleton is varied with time by external force and consequently, porosity a 
is also varied. Eq. (1.20) gives us the relation between their  time rates. As 
our subject is soil fully saturated with pore water, the change of pore volume 
results in the flow of pore water into or out of the volume element. This situ-
ation is represented by 
          -  
 at (a  p)=  -div(apV)=-div(p  U) (1.21) 
where p is the density of water, V is the particle velocity of water and U is the 
specific flow rate as defined previously. 
 Combining Eq. (1,20) with Eq. (1.21), we make 
  
• a Iti—a)p,i-apj—  at(11+0(7°)PS° )  -div (pU)  (1.22) at 
This is an equation which we expected to derive. Relation of  ps to  ps  o may be 
obtained from the consideration of the compression of soil particles due to the 
effective stresses  au and pore pressure P, although we have little knowledge 
about it at present.  However, in  genera], the  compressibilities of soil particles 
and water are small. Assuming both densities to be constant we rewrite Eq. 
(1.22) as 
  (1-60 ae  +div  U=0  (1.23)           at 
with good approximation neglecting the small quantity of order  02. 
 Approximating the values a in Eqs. (1.8) and  (1.19) to the value  n after Eq. 
(1.23) and summarizing the fundamental eqations in the case where the external 
body force is only gravitational force and the soil particles and pore water are 
incompressible, we have 
 (1-ao) p,o—aa2=-(1-a po)gk+ (2+Wpgrade +WRru                t2
                                               au           - (1-cro)piggra4+  U- 60at)  (a) 
  at 1au      + cog{gr d0+     (u_co,kat )1=0(b) 
 (1-c) a9  +div  U=0  (c)          t 
where 
                  au' +au + au'_P                              + x
,(d), (e)              ax
,  ax, ax,'Pug.                                          Pug.
                               aP1+ Zapp-1 ÷EPp 
            p=atPI.atP  2 -p (1)  , (g) 
       aP  aP                 1 +
p2J-p-atp- 1+Eip  alp                                                              1)1 
In the remainder, we shall omit the subscript  "s" from the respective notations. 
3. Derivation of Fundamental Equations of Subsidence 
 In this section, we shall seek the fundamental equations for the deformation 
of a confined aquifer caused by ground water flow.
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 Let us first examine a static equilibrium state of the skeleton with a steady 
flow of pore water. From Eqs. (a) (b) and (c), we have 
 0=  —  (1—a)  (p,—  p)gk+  (2  +  Tr)grad6+972ru—pg grad  co (2.  I) 
 Now, we divide the displacement  u into two parts, u01 and  u02 which satisfy 
the equations 
 0=  —  (1—a)  (TA,—  p)gk+  (2  +  932)grad(901+  Eruo (2. 2) 
 0=  (2+271)grad902+Klip2un2—  pg grad  CD (2. 3) 
respectively, where 
 Boir-  div  /101,  e02=-00V  UD2 (2. 4), (2. 5) 
Eq.  (2.2) expresses that  ill), is the displacement caused by the apparent weight 
of the soil skeleton in water without external load and Eq. (2.3) means that if 
 u02 is uniform in the entire body of soil, grad  9, consequently U, is zero, say 
conversely, if pore water flows, the skeleton of the soil must be strained to that 
extent. 
 When external load and/or piezometric head  9 vary with time after the initial 
state, the strain on the skeleton and the velocity of flow begin to leave the static 
state. We proceed to investigate the unsteady motion. 
 Disolving the quantities  ri,  6, U and  co into the static part  uo=u0,1-u02,  Op 
 =00L+002,  Uo and  wo and respective deviations u',  6', U' and  9' from the static 
one, we have for the deviating parts 
 (1  —  a)  p,  dtu:  = (2+ aR)grad6' +92121ru' — (1—a) pg grad9
\'                                 ag (ale                                 9 +p
kY-1 at 1  (2. 6) 
 +ag[grad9'+I(U'—a at)1-0 (2. 7) 
  atk^at/1 
         o   (1—a)-a +divU'=0 (2. 8)           att  
 We can now derive the equation for only the dilatation e in the following man-
ner. In the remainder, let us omit the prime of each quantity. Taking the 
divergences of  Eqs.  (2.6) and (2.7) and the time derivative of  Eq.  (2.8) 
 (1—  a)  ps   ear,  =  (B+29:101726—  (1  —  a)  pgrco  +  div  U  —  a   poet) (2. 9) 
 a
tDa 
       i--dvU+agfra9+.-  1 @Evil— aa—t-N= 0  (2.  10) 
    a 
    as   (1—a)OP+at-divU=0 (2.11) 
Combining Eq.  (2.  10) with Eqs. (2.8) and (2.11), 
       1—aFe1  ae   17240— (2.  12) 
       ag  at2k at 
Substituting from Eqs.  (2.8) and  (2.  12) into Eq. (2.9), 
    (1 — a)Cps+1—aale—+fi-ck at=(2-F2E)172€1 (2.13) 
This is the equation we want to derive. 
 As the particular case which interests us, we shall pick out the quasi-static 
motion. Neglecting the accelerated terms in Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13), we find 
     aa9 —Ws°Pg      =k+n1017'9  (2.14)
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Differentiating the right part of Eq.  (2.  14) with respect to time and inserting 
the left part of Eq.  (2.  14) into this, we make 
     In(awat pg—(2+2aCi2)rco) =0 (2.15) 
This may be regarded as the basic equation of three dimensional consolidation. 
It is worthy of note that if  co  i(t  ,  ,c0 is a solution of Eq. (2.15),  co,(t,  xi)  +  F  i(xi) 
+F2(t), where  172F1=0, is also the solution within the limits of quasi-static tran-
sition, in physical words, the progress of consolidation is not affected by the 
non-divergent flow of pore water and/or the gradual change of the water head 
in the entire region of the soil medium. When the non-divergent flow has alrea-
dy been included in the static part of the piezometric head considered previously, 
Eq.  (2.15) is reduced to 
         aC° =  
  at pg(2 + 2E)F2so(2.16) 
In the case of the elastic skeleton, operations  2 and  E are reduced to Lame's 
constant A and p, respectively. Let us examine the special case of a column of 
soil supporting a load and confined in a rigid cylinder so that no lateral expan-
sion can occur. Eq.  (2.  16) is then rewritten as 
        aso  _  k(a+tit)azso 
 at pgax32 
By comparing this with  Terzaghi's well-known equation, we can see the relation 
of operations  2 and  at to the value a which is termed the coefficient of compre-
ssibility in soil mechanics, 5) 
 2+25932—(1+e)/a=1/(1—a)a 
 Eq.  (2.14) is taken as the basic equation for subsidence closely related to the 
flow of confined ground  waters) through the visco-elastic aquifer. We shall show 
it here in a simple example. 
4. Example 
 We consider the deformation of confined aquifer caused by pumping up the 
ground water at a constant rate after a certain instance in a laterally infinite 
aquifer with a uniform depth as seen in Fig. 1. 
 r Q  = Constant 
 Initial  aezometric  h
 Drawdown  .Th......„2epression 
 cone 
                                            Confining 
                                                     stratum
S   I  — 
 Confinec---=-  I 
 aquifer  I   - 
        et t • v., 
                   Bedrock r  -->1 
              Fig. 1 Radial flow to a well completely penetrating 
                     an infinite confined aquifer with a uniform 
                     depth b and a permeability K.
 Assuming that, at the initial state, the confined water had no flow and the
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      aquifer was in equilibrium under a burden load in gravitational field, we have 
      the equation for the deviating state from the equilibrium one 
        aek  
             pg      =(2+ 29R)re(3. 1)      at 
       Now, supposing that the aquifer deforms only in a vertical direction and that 
      the flow of water is uniform in the vertical cross-section and that the upper and 
      lower boundary surfaces of the aquifer are not leaky, we can put on initial and 
      boundary conditions, 
      t=0  ;  0=0,  sti=0,  w(ts,)=0 (3. 2) 
 t>0  ; —2z-bKr—=8
r=Q, at r=r,0(3. 3) 
                 as,                   9=0, =0at r=00(3. 4) 
                        ar 
                az                  00       0,W - 0,at z=0, a°—0 at  Z  =  b  (3.  5),  (3.6)                                    az 
     where, b and K are the thickness and permeability of the aquifer, respectively, 
     rw is the radius of the pumping well, Q is the pumping rate of water and the 
      surface  z  =0 and b are the lower and upper boundary surfaces of the aquifer, 
      respectively. 
       From the conditions  (3.5) and  (3.6), we can see that the quantities  co and  6 
     are independent of  z and that the amount of subsidence is obtained by w(z=b) 
 =  be. 
       Reducing the Eq.  (3.  1) to ordinary differential equation by Laplace transform-
      ation, we have  : 
 pve = pgfW)+2alt(p)}172Ve=k172Ve (3. 7) 
     with 
                                   ,— Q          r =no ; —2r-bKr aV(3 . 8)                      a
rp 
                                y,r  =a  ;  V9=0,—0 (3. 9) 
      where 
 Ve=  crtedt,  e-rgwdt  (3.10),  (3.11) 
       Let us now consider the deformation in the Voigt model as a typical visco-
     elasticity. In this case, the operation is expressed by 
 v(p)+2E(P)=  (A+  2p)  ++43wherecr2+2
pA+213P  (3.12)  17P 
 and representing by the usual notation shown in Fig. 2, the quantities A,  p, 
      and c are 
           .E,Ey722      2+2
p= and  c=-'22-  (3.13)           .E1-1-E2  , 1=E2  E2 
      with notice that 0< 11< . We have the solutions of Eq. (3. 7) 
 c 
           41.1-Q1+0 K0(41rz)  V(3. 14)               27rbrwp3(1+rp) ,                               -ntC
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                                  K0(V r rz) 
                         Ve1/7--QI1 ±TP                            a pbrtoY Pa (1TzP)V (a 15)      , Et                               Iftel: na) 
                               where  Ko and K1 are the modified Bessel 
 S Ex l qg functions and                                       2+2/1 7= 2+2p =v 
     4.id pg  , Kpg  K  , 
Fig. 2 Voigt's model for the rheologi- zi/ PO  ±  0)      cal character of the aqufier r t+cp 
 The solutions  42 and (-) are determined from  V, and  Ve by the use of the inver-
sion theorem for the Laplace transformation 
    CO—21 tzliceeti'VdP, 01ricciePV6dP  (3.16)  (3.17)          7ria-i.c.P2gria—co 
 As the functions  ^1 + cpp Ko( I2-rz) and Kier rwz) 
                 103(11-7P),/id-r                P3(1+0) , V  V 
have the branch points at  p=o, —  1— Iand —en, the integrations in Eqs. 
 C  r 
(3.16) and (3.17) are carried out, using the contour of Fig. 3 with two cuts on 
                               the negative real axis so that the integr-
                               ants are single valued functions of p within 
                                 and on the contour. 
    rIIn the limit as the radius of circle F                              tends to infinity and the radii of circle a, 
 13 and  Oc tend to zero, the respective integrals  \  1 round them can  be shown to vanish. On
                               the circle  50, we can find the limiting value 
   Li & etLi'&liM-15 esPV,dP                                      ar. 0 27ri a ——-0=4IP _KJ [2C+I imlog(  rr:  do))  (3.18) 
 Li _w _wCa,throbsr.04v2 
                                 as the radius  do tends to zero, where  Ca, 
 0.5772- is Euler's constant. 
                                   Because the argument of p is it and —or 
 [s-a on the lines  LI,L2 and  L11,  L2' respecti-                         vely and thenKIRrz) Kirrwz) are 
                                    \v2., 
                                  expressed by the formulas,
Fig. 3 The  contour ofinverse integra-  'CAL  iz)=  +i 27[.1-0(Z)+iY0(z)1 
 tion for Laplace transform- 
     ations  V0 and  Ve. KI(±iz)= — --                                    2r71(z) T i Yt(z)1 
                                                   z : real, not negative, 
we get 
       1fCIAAC1 Vi, 1AAI—r(21  eari/ 1 — cp      art1“"+.1'abrt, or11/7ii  P3(1—rp)
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 X Jo(r1)17, (r'.) — YD(r9/1(e.)   dp and  J,2(r,,,)+Y-12(r'w)    
1  irQ 1 ilke-01c:OJI 
  al 12dP+512/111}br                    — 7.iriS„ V p3(r p — n 
 X b(r) Yi(ew) —  Yo(r')/1(ri.)  dp 
                                             ,[12(r',,,)+Y12(e.) 
Finally, we get the solution for the piezometric head 
 (o= TQ'          f—2C—limlog(402Tr So)}  'trvb8 0-'0 
 +ilt-Qiim(vca-pt,/ 1—cp Jo01111(71.) —11)(e)Ji(e.) 
          2z2bru,so-0 J5 V  ps  (1—  rp)  .1,2(e,,,)+Y,2(Kw)  dp 
          i Ir(2 r71 cp—   1 Jo(til'i(ri.)— Yo(ri) j, (r1,,,)  +a'br
iv31/y V p2 (Tp — 1) /12(e.)+1T12(r.)dp(3. 19) 
where  ri-_'`fT riP(ii—rP) re.,J:re,/p                                         P(11--cI0              Ida—Cp, 
In a similar way, we can find the solution for the dilatation 
 (9=  47Qb[2C—Iimlog (4V21-2 So)} 
      7rv26o-•  o 
                            +41.7QliClic-Pt/ 1—rp.10(e)Y1(r'.)— Yo(rOil(rw)         2r2vbru,so-00isoaV p3  (1—cp)  J12(r'.)+Y,2(ri,o) dp 
 +  41  rQ_ r e-,,,/ 1-rp  A0'91710' 0— Yo(ra) Ji(e.)   d (3 
                                                P 
                                                           .20)
            2r22.dbru,/pi V p3  (1  —  c  p) J,20' .)+1712(ew) 
When the radius of the pumping well is very small, we have 
   lim Ji(riz.)=0,  lim r.171(r/w)— 2rw _21±,/ 1—cp  
                              — 
  no-,0 ra,-4 lino' n' ir r p(1—rp) 
and then 
         rQ r,l og(  /1'2lime/cCPI j(4 r  n/ p(1—ip))d    lim (P—/h
uhL--2,-—,                             8-011M         : 10g402-3)060> 06,60  Po\ V rM.—CpJ-P        no-, 
                       _etki  9^  P(1—TO)dpi (3.21) 
                              1/),pli1—cp 
 rQ  rY2,.51/c -at  1—  yp    lim ®= 47cob [ — 2C —2nnolog('—.),Jo)—01o180 e p0_co       tio-,0 
       X Jo(7P(1-19) \dnr-Pt  1—  TPI4rrP(1—TP)do(322)            v1/ 1—c /4-Mu:p(1—cp)°(vV) 1  —  C  p11.. 
In the special case where  r=0, we have 
         (2  lira 9— r [-2C-1imlog(-1,4:5-OD) 
 rw_,  0 47rvb80 
 1,/ca--__                    +lim,W(pt)la(Irr/PFp]                     ac-,0Sao -P v  1—  cp. 
      — 47,2bK [-2C—slim og(11: ao)—8lm W(30t)                  an-.0'"'0iP0  
          aJr                 +v,-rJO 1/ p .jI ?V p )icipi                      I))0W(j apIP1—cp\I.,1—cp)-1 
 4,g[ C—log( t                       r2)+4/T  rS.                         V(tE2)IChrOdel (3.23)  —K v  0 Ce2 +1 V
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where  W(x)  ndy;  is the "well function" and ej/ 119cp  77 
and also 
   r1/ce-pfrp     linaeQ—L-2C-61.irnolog(4rvr:Oplirn J                                  so-osoP° rVcp  )dP      ri0-0 
                          -crc e-Pt Jo('  rrj/ "9)41 
                              0 1-  cpv 1-  c  p 
 P-gQ E-C-log(rn+Lrrr147( te°)fier±r)de 
      Lirb(2+2p)K4v2tvce3+1e 
                           Jo(4  rV  1-77   )dod ; (1-c/0-=0                                   \ vo c7) 
      - C-log(t2)+e-WW(-t- 
 4irb(2+  2p)K4v2t c 
           +4 r r 5-w( tE2 )j,(i re)de              v o ce2 +1 V 
                      r  
               re-thS: WC(C6:+1) }Leiprre)dd  (3.24) 
Using the dimensionless time  t* and distance  r* 
        t* t r*=1/  7 7 (3.25)  c, c  v 
the amount of subsidence  C is obtained by 
 C=  be 
 Pg()L_c_logv_t_2_)+e-i*W(-t*) 
    to(A+2p)K4t* 
             +51:Mi( YE:-EY21  )r*  -1 (r*Y)dY 
 _e  t* PT( 2+1                        -t*) 4.11(r*Y)dY1         Sow( 
 PgQr—c—log(4t*7*2)+ e-t*W(-t*)    47r(2+2p)K 
               fC+1°g(yt2*+-3112)±(n-qt1):( yr:11nr*Jl r*y)dy 
            +e-i*NC+log(t* )+/1( t*)nir*Ji(r*y)dyll 
                                 y2+1„.,n•n!5,2+1 
 PgQrr*2                 -c - log()+e-t*W(-t*)- (C+logt*) 
     47r(2-1-2p)K4t* 
 " 2y  -2r*50  logy•  Ji(r*y)dy  +S  y2+1 Jo (r*y)d y 
 (-1)"                        -E1 n•n!J oddy1 bfr*Y)dY 
                  +e-±*(C +logt*) - e-t*S- +1 
                                 02y  Jo(t*  y)dy                              y2 
 *" 1               +e-t  E ti.n!  t*" (1+57 ddy(  ya+l  )"Jo(r*Y)dy)] 
      47r(2+ 
         P
p)KgQ[-2C-log r* +e-t*W(-t*)-2(-C-logr2* )  24
12  Y.  FU  KUO 
 +2(1—  e-e5ff,,(r*)+  e-t*  (C  +  logt*  +  t*") 
 n•n! 
      ( )                                          —1rn (r*)"'''  (—1)"rattrY Km= 1(r*)} 
                 n.tiaird(m+1)!(n—m-1)1l  2 
                 1 r**                            —2e-I2t .1(*(r)                                      (n!)22 
       PgQ[(1—e-'*)Ko(r*)+1                                  ( r*yiK(r*).2    27r(2+ 2,0K(n —1)!n!2
,*m!(n+m)                                1tnir**                            2—-tKt.&)]                                     „,(n!)2\2 ) 
       PgC2 [(1-6-1*)Ko(r*)+cc21 ()"If„(r*)El —e-t*im-11  2r(2+2p)Kn! 2 
 Summarizing the result of the calculation, we have the solutions,  (9,  (9 and 
in a special case where  2+2  931=  (2+2p)  (1+c 
rat
27r6K )     lim  0=Q--[Ko(r*)+n!(2r*Ylf,,(T*)ra:2-'intId (3.26)  ne-) 0 
      El  PgQ  {,1  (r*K(r*){1— e-t*-*m  11 (3.27) 
 nt, 2r(2+2p)bKn!  2" *-0 7111 
   lim C=   PgQr r*                            )(r*) {1 —e-1*±.itm jj (3.28)     n,-0 27C
t*(2 2p)Kr*_L,*„,/   rn! \ 2," ,,o m!        = tr pgr2  where (3.29) 
            crevcK(2+2p) 
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     ow 
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    Fig. 4 Comparison between the deformations of elastic and visco-elastic 
          confined aquifers ina case where  r*=0.  2and 47,(f±g()K =1 for 
          pumping up the water intermittently.
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 Comparison between the elastic and visco-elastic deformations is shown in 
                                                            r*' Fig. 4 with the exact solution  (el.= figQLbr ( + 2p)K4t*) in the elastic subsid- 
ence and the approximation of the third power of  t" in visco-elastic one, Eq 
 (3.28) in a case where  r*=  0.  2 and tr(2+2P19,)K = 1 for pumping up the water 
intermittently. 
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